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Abstract. The voyage efficiency for shipowner depends on interrelation of his 

incomes (mostly freight based on the freight rate) and voyage expenses. One of the 

way for him to make a voyage efficient is to calculate the voyage time as definite as it 

is possible since the key factor of voyage expenses is voyage time. The last one 

depends on different reasons (operating, weather etc) and can not be foreseen during 

the previous calculations. But some are the results of charter-party terms and their 

wordings. As far as they are subject to discuss they are in some sense under the 

shipowner's control and that is way can be used in voyage time estimations with 

further deviations in freight rate during the discussion of its level.   

Key words: voyage time, terms of charter party, shipowner, time losses, 

expenses. 

 

Introduction.  

The effectiveness of the concluded charter-party (C/P) and the subsequent 

voyage for the shipowner is determined by the ratio of the amount of his voyage costs 

and the estimated freight value. The last one depends a lot from the freight market 

conjuncture and that is why is probably out of the control of the shipowner. The 



voyage costs largely depend on the duration of the voyage, which is the result of 

arrangements on C/P terms and their wording. As far as a lot of them are subject to 

discuss during the negotiations the shipowner can proposed and insist during the 

negotiations on the most acceptable for him. For sure the results of the negotiations 

will reflect in the freight rate level and will form the efficiency of the voyage. But it 

should be noted here that some C/P terms affect not only the cost of the voyage, but 

also form certain risks of a possible increase in these costs, which at the stage of 

signing the C/P cause some risks for the shipowner, named in this study as 

“commercial”. 

Basic text.  

The arising of the commercial risks of the shipowner during the particular 

voyage leads either to an increase in the voyage time, which indirectly causes an 

increase in costs; or directly leads to an increase in costs during the voyage; either 

simultaneously, or both. Since the most important for voyage costs are the time of the 

voyage and the previous calculation of voyage efficiency done by shipowner are 

based just on total voyage time (time en route and in ports) the most important C/P 

terms should be indicated as following. 

Loading and discharging ports themselves determine the distance between 

ports. For shipowner this information is the base to calculate the time en route. If they 

are indicated in offer (and further in C/P) by direct ports and if the voyage agreed to 

be from one port of loading to one port of discharging (basis 1/1) it is a base for 

shipowner to make more or less right calculations of time en route. But the charterer's 

port option is to load or/and discharge cargo not in one port for each operation. And 

not always the necessity of the call to more than one port of loading and/or 

discharging is obvious for him in the moment of discussing and negotiating and 

concluding the C/P deal. So it may be noted in C/P remark “1 or 2 ports of loading” 

or “1 or 2 ports of discharging” and that is the right for charterer to direct the vessel 

during the voyage not in one but in two ports of loading and/or discharging. 

Indicating the option to load and/or to discharge cargo in 2 ports of loading and/or 

discharging should considered by shipowner to be a factor of risk of voyage costs' 



encreasing, because any call to any additional port (even if they are situated close to 

each other) will cause additional voyage time (time en route and time for handling in 

such additional port).  

Another way is indicating in C/P port on range and such wordings make 

shipowner calculations rather more approximate. With such wording in C/P the 

charterer has a right to nominate any port located in mentioned range. The distance 

between ports on the range may be rather significant and for sure it causes the risk of 

additional expenses for shipowner due to the time losses. He even don’t have an idea 

about what exactly port on range will be nominated by charterer during the voyage 

because the port itself will be nominated by charterer while the vessel will be on the 

way to the mentioned in C/P region/country. The only way for him is to put in 

estimations the worse variant – for instance the farthest one for vessel's current 

position. And if he was right in his assumptions he will know only during voyage 

itself – wnen the vessel will reach the order point where the charterer will nominate 

the exact port of call. Another problem here are disbursement accounts which also 

may differ significantly – port costs in the ports of the same country differs mostly 

due to the port canals costs and that fact will lead to the increasing of the general 

shipowners port expences. According to authors' calculations, for vessels of 5,000 tns 

of deadweight, the difference in the disbursement accounts, for example, in Odessa 

and Mykolaiv port may amount about 6,000 USD.  

Laytime terms have a lot of variants of wordings in the C/P. Due to the loading 

and discharging rates it is possible to calculate the laytime for cargo handling. In this 

way the shipowner will have just a general idea about the duration of cargo 

operations in each port cause another significant term is laytime structure – the 

obligation of charterer to load/to discharge cargo during days mentioned in C/P as 

“Sundays” and “Holidays”. Just with the arrangements for laytime calculations 

(meaning SHEx – Sundays Holidays Excepted, with its variants SHEXEIU – 

Sundays and Holidays Excepted Even If Used, and SHExUU – Sundays and Holidays 

Excepted Unless Used) and SHInc (Sundays Holidays Included) the total time in port 

can be estimate. For sure the total time in port based on SHInc laytime calculations 



will be shorter than the same one (meaning the same laytime days) but calculated on 

SHExEIU basis. The shorter port time – the smaller voyage expences will have the 

shipowner. 

But the thing here is the date and time of actual arriving in ports of loading and 

discharging.  The calculation of laytime in ports depends from the acceptance of 

Notice of Readiness (NOR) that may be given office days and hours only after port, 

customs, sanitary etc formalities (so called “free practique”) or around the clock 

immediately after vessels actual arriving without berthing of the vessel. In turn, these 

agreements determine the port time estimating. NOR given in “www” terms 

(«whether in port or not, whether in berth of not, whether in free practique or not»), 

in fact, implies the beginning of the account of laytime immediately after the 

expiration of the «grace period» according to the terms of the C/P pro forma. At the 

same time, the wording obliging the vessel to submit NOR only after berthing and 

getting а «free practique» will, of course, lengthen the time spent by the vessel 

waiting the commencement of laytime and handling. Arrival the vessel for example, 

on week-end and item in C/P with «NOR given only in office time» will create time 

losses waiting for laytime beginning and cargo handling. The estimation of such 

additional time losses in port is rather difficult unless the C/P is concluded a few days 

before the proposed voyage. In this situation, starting from the current position of the 

ship and knowing the weather conditions of the ballast passage (if any) can be fairly 

reliably assessed. 

Conclusion.  

Almost all C/P terms and especially their wording are sources of commercial 

risks for the shipowner during the voyage. In this study the possible losses of voyage 

time and costs increasing for shipowner under the influence of the specified terms of 

a voyage C/P are characterized. It is noted that he should be to a proverb attentive 

while discussing the C/P wordings during negotiations and extremely precise while 

making the voyage estimations to have a possibility to insists on the adequate freight 

rate level to cover voyage expenses. 



Аннотация. Эффективность рейса для судовладельца зависит от его 

доходов (в основном – фрахта, определяемого величиной фрахтовой ставки) и 

рейсовых расходов. Одним из способов обеспечить эффективность рейса для 

судовладельца заключается в как можно более четких расчетах времени рейса, 

поскольку это ключевой фактор, определяющий величину рейсовых расходов. 

Время рейса в свою очередь зависит от различных причин (эксплуатационных, 

погодных и т.д.), которые сложно прогнозировать на этапе предварительных 

расчетов. Однако некоторые факторы, определяющие время рейса, являются 

следствием условий чартер-партии и их формулировок. Поскольку они 

являются объектом обсуждения при ведении переговоров, то в определенном 

смысле находятся под контролем судовладельца и поэтому могут быть 

использованы им для расчета времени рейса с последующим учетом в величине 

фрахтовой ставки. 

Ключевые слова: время рейса, условия чартер-партии, судовладелец, 

потери времени, расходы. 

Анотація.  Ефективність рейса для судновласника залежить від його 

доходів (в основі якого є фрахт, який формується фрахтовою ставкою) та 

рейсових витрат. Одним із шляхів забезпечення ефективності рейса для 

судновласника є якогомога чіткіші розрахунки часу рейса, оскільки саме ним 

визначається величина рейсових витрат. Час рейса у свою чергу залежить від 

різних причин (експлуатаційних, погодних тощо), які вкрай складно 

спрогнозувати на етапі попередніх розрахунків. Наразі деякі фактори, які 

визначають тривалість рейса, є наслідком умов чартер-партії та їх 

формулювань. Оскільки вони є предметом обговорення під час проведення 

перемовин, то у певному сенсі знаходяться під контролем судновласника, і тому 

можуть використовуватися ним для розрахунків часу рейса із подальшим 

урахуванням у величині фрахтової ставки. 

Ключові слова: час рейсу, умови чартер-партії, судновласник, втрати 

часу, витрати. 

 


